Headline:

UNLEASH THE POWER

Option 1:

Put the XPrep to work for you and unleash your creativity. With a 3.5 HP peak power motor – the strongest in its class – and variable speed control up to 30,000 RPM, you're armed with the precision to innovate beyond your wildest culinary dreams. Once you experience the XPrep, you'll never go back.

Make the leap.

Option 2:

Bring the stealth of the storm into your kitchen with the Waring Commercial Pro XPrep. Lightning fast blending and unlimited creativity are yours with a 3.5 peak HP motor and variable speed control up to 30,000 RPM. Come to the other side and feel the energy.

XPrep...Light up the dark.

Option 3:

XPrep by Waring Commercial Pro is your new secret weapon. A 3.5 peak HP motor and adaptable speed up to 30,000 RPM means incredible blending precision and
power for the most fearless culinary ventures. Once you electrify your kitchen, you'll never go back.

**XPrep...Do you dare?**

**Option 4:**

Set a perfect storm of precision and power abrew in your kitchen. With the strongest motor in its class and adaptable speed control of up to 30,000 RPM, XPrep by Waring Commercial Pro is a force to be reckoned with. Meet your ally in unstoppable culinary creativity.

**XPrep...There are no limits.**